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 5 item. Zip File You can select the brand, the artboard number, the PDF document name and the logo output. You can export directly in PNG format. Requirements Igo Primo 2.4 Branding.zip Branding.pdf To start, open Igo Primo 2.4 and make the following change to the "Design" properties of your logo. Create a new object named "Logo" Go to the "Artboard" menu and create a new artboard
named "Brand". Click the icon "New" to insert the artboard. Name the artboard "Brand". Resize the "Logo" object to 350 x 200. Open the "Branding" folder of Igo Primo 2.4. Drag the "Branding.zip" file to the "Branding" folder. Drag the "Branding.pdf" file to the "Branding" folder. Start Igo Primo 2.4, select the "Branding" object and select "Export as PNG" from the menu. Select the artboard
"Brand". Save the PNG file. Conclusion With this tool, you can now create a logo in minutes! We all know that the design process is a very difficult process for every logo creation and for any company. With this add-on, you will be able to get all the best of every step into a single application! This new tool will be included in the next update of Igo Primo 2.4! Enjoy it! Have fun! The best tool to
create a professional logo in minutes! Compose Logo 2.4. 6 item. compose logo 2.4. 6 item. Zip File You can design the logo in any way. Create the objects: In this list, you can add a blank, a background, a path, a vector, a symbol, a text, an image and a video. You can also add the new objects to the composition. All objects are placed in the main composition and the composition size. Use the

following button to "Insert the object" Use the following button to "Add a new object" You can combine objects using the following buttons: You can use an existing object as a composition background. If you select an existing object, 82157476af
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